Plan a romantic getaway to Jersey
Fall in love with the island break
An island of rediscovery #theislandbreak
Find us on:
Twitter: @VisitJerseyCI (consumer) @VisitJerseyBiz (trade)
Instagram: @VisitJerseyCI
Facebook: Jersey

TRIP DETAILS
Reconnect with the one you love whilst discovering our dramatic scenery and inspiring
landscape. Jersey is full of experiences to share and enjoy, with its Boutique Spa hotels and
Michelin-starred restaurants added to the natural beauty of the countryside and coastline.

DISCOVER TOGETHER
Exploring Jersey’s stunning landscape hand in hand can be done all year round. Whether
you are sinking your toes into the sun kissed sand in summer or wrapping up warm to brave
the elements in autumn, walking in Jersey is the ultimate way to get back to nature.
Thanks to our astonishing tides, at low tide the island almost doubles in size, making the
beaches wider, sandier and even more spectacular. Classic backdrops for beach walks are
the wide stretch of St Brelade’s Bay and the pine-edged headland halfway across the beach,
the picturesque stroll down to the sandy bay at Beauport or the beautiful beach at Plemont,
revealed at every low tide where you can discover naturally formed caves and stroll along
the water’s edge.
With self-guided walks available to download you can wind your way through country lanes
or traverse the north coast cliff paths at your own pace. Why not plan a sunset picnic on the
beach? With picnic spots scattered all over the island pick up local produce from one of
island’s farm shops and enjoy an authentic taste of Jersey with a unique backdrop.

Top tip…
The best spots for uninterrupted sunset views are along St Ouen’s Bay where you can find a
sheltered spot along the sea wall to share a seafood picnic and a glass of wine and watch
the sun sink into the sea together.

RELAX TOGETHER
Jersey is the perfect setting for a romantic spa experience. With many of the island’s top
hotels having first class facilities to escape to why not sample what’s on offer throughout
your stay? From Spa Sirène at the Royal Yacht hotel in St. Helier to the Cottage Garden
Health & Beauty at the luxurious Longueville Manor you can get lost in the tranquil
surroundings of island life.

INDULGE TOGETHER
Food is a way of life for many islanders, with Jersey being famous for its local produce.
Whether you are shopping at a farm shop or dinning in one of the island’s Michelin-Starred
restaurants you will experience the taste of pure quality. Immerse yourself in the cosy
surroundings of the country style Longueville Manor or the understated sophistication of
Ormer in the heart of St. Helier. Sharing this with the one you love is the perfect way to
unwind and let your senses take over.

